LibertyCoin exchange is a simulation of a cryptocurrency market. Use your smartphone to collect HEK (Hayek), TBR (Rothbard), and RND (Rand) coins by completing tasks at exhibitor booths. Trade with other participants directly or on the virtual marketplace to maximize your holdings. Go to the SFL booth to claim your prizes.

How to Play:
- Go to Coin.LibertyCon.com
- Collect as many coins as you can by visiting LibertyCon exhibitors.
- Check in frequently for price fluctuations!
- Exchange them on the virtual marketplace to maximize your gains.
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ENJOY LIBERTYCON!
MARRIOTT MARQUIS

HOTEL INFO
901 Massachusetts Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20001

PHONE: (202) 824-9200

CHECK IN: 3:00 PM  CHECK OUT: 12:00 PM

CONFERENCE WIFI
NETWORK: Marquis_CONFERENCE
PASSWORD: libertycon
GROUP NAME: Students For Liberty

TRANSPORTATION INFO
Mt. Vernon Square 7th Street/Convention Center Metro Station
(Green and Yellow Lines), 0.1 miles

Gallery Place Metro Station/Chinatown (Red Line), 0.5 miles

Train Station:
Union Station, 1.4 miles
Continuing the Conversation Room

The continuing the conversation room is a chance to ask your favorite speakers and panelists questions in a more interactive setting. Rather than having questions from the floor, an extended question and answer period will take place in the continuing the conversation room following the conclusion of each session.

**Salon 14 + 15, Meeting Level 2**
ALL CONFERENCE SOCIAL
FRIDAY | 8:00 - 10:00 PM | MARQUIS BALLROOM
FOOD & DRINKS WILL BE PROVIDED.

LGBTQ LIBERTARIAN DANCE PARTY
FRIDAY | STARTS AT 10:00 PM | PITCHERS
2317 18TH ST NW, WASHINGTON, DC 20009
*THIS EVENT IS 21+

MORNING YOGA
SATURDAY | 8:00 - 9:00 AM | SALON 12 +13

MORNING JIU-JITSU
SATURDAY | 8:00 - 9:00 AM | SALON 14

ALL CONFERENCE PIZZA PARTY
SPONSORED BY YOUNG VOICES AND AMERICA’S FUTURE FOUNDATION
SATURDAY | 7:00 - 9:00 PM | MARQUIS BALLROOM
FOOD & DRINKS WILL BE PROVIDED.
SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE

FRIDAY, JANUARY 18

1:00 PM - 5:50 PM
PRECONFERENCE SESSIONS

5:50 PM - 6:15 PM
DINNER BREAK

6:30 PM - 8:00 PM
LIBERTYCON MAINSTAGE KICKOFF SESSION!

8:00 PM - 10:00 PM
ALL-CONFERENCE SOCIAL

SATURDAY, JANUARY 19

9:30 AM - 12:05 PM
CONFERENCE PROGRAMMING

12:15 - 1:20 PM
LUNCH SESSIONS AND CAREER FAIR

1:30 - 5:30 PM
CONFERENCE PROGRAMMING

5:45 - 7:00 PM
MAINSTAGE CLOSING SESSION

7:00 - 9:00 PM
ALL-CONFERENCE SOCIAL
12:30-10:00 PM
Registration Open  |  Conference Registration - Meeting Level 2
Exhibit Hall Open  |  Marquis Ballroom

1:00-1:50 PM
Nix the Nanny State  |  Salon 9 + 10
Sponsor: Taxpayers Protection Alliance  |  Speakers: Tim Andrews (Taxpayers Protection Alliance), Marko Horg (IGO Watch), Yaël Ossowski (Consumer Choice Center)

Nanny state issues have become more prevalent in the international community and have begun impacting policies in the United States. On this panel, experts will dissect “popular” policies (sugar tax, meat tax, etc.) that are being pushed by IGOS such as the UN, WHO, OECD.

2:00-2:50 PM
The Civil Rights Era and the Central Role of Black Entrepreneurs: Fighting Racism and Big Government by Championing Individual Liberty and Free Enterprise  |  Salon 9 + 10
Sponsor: The Independent Institute  |  Speaker: David T. Beito (The Independent Institute), Interviewer: Ben Wilterdink (The Independent Institute)

The usual narrative around the Civil Rights Movement primarily credits the achievements of “progressives” and seldom even mentions the central role of African-American entrepreneurs who led the way by opposing Big Government. During the Civil Rights Era, the black business leader and doctor T.R.M. Howard played a pivotal role in founding black community organizations, organizing civil rights rallies, championing free enterprise and the Constitution, fighting the Klan, mentoring Rosa Parks and Medgar Evers, supporting the Second Amendment, and helping lead the fight for justice for Emmett Till, a young black teen brutally killed by racists. Raised in poverty and racial violence, Howard was a towering and passionate fighter for liberty and equality. At this breakout, we will address the all-important question: How did black entrepreneurs lead the way for liberty and equality?

3:00-3:50 PM
Socialism Is Evil  |  Salon 9 + 10
Sponsor: The Heartland Institute (Heartland)  |  Speakers: Justin Haskel (Heartland), Donald Kendal (Heartland)

Socialism’s popularity is skyrocketing in the United States, but few people understand what socialism is, and even fewer have thought through the implications of creating a society that matches Karl Marx’s utopian vision for the world. This discussion will first describe what socialism is, what Marx and other socialists throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries believed, and why this system has and will never exist in its purest form.

We’ll then discuss why socialism, even if it could be enacted as Marx dreamed, would be highly immoral. We’ll explain how socialism requires all people to conform to the will of the majority, creating a tyranny of the majority and killing individual liberty, and we’ll explain why it’s virtually impossible to have religious liberty and free association in a socialist society.
Once we’ve laid the foundation for why socialism is evil, we’ll describe how these same principles apply to the policies advanced by modern-day American “democratic socialists,” including Sen. Bernie Sanders and Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. Single-payer health care, socialized agricultural and energy industries, and government-run education, among many other policies, are not only ineffective, they present serious moral problems.

We’ll then spend considerable time discussing the future of socialism in America and around the world, paying special attention to the challenges the world will face as AI and other technological advancements push greater numbers of people out of the workforce. We’ll explain what’s happening in China, and why that its credit system and numerous nanny-state policies serve as important warning signs for Americans today.

4:00-4:50 PM  
**Conscious Capitalism 101: A Libertarian Perspective**  |  Salon 9 + 10  
**Sponsor:** Conscious Capitalism  |  **Speaker:** Amanda Roman (Conscious Capitalism)

In this session, Amanda Kathryn Roman will introduce the philosophy of Conscious Capitalism along with the four principles that business leaders around the world use to ensure that they are capitalizing on the expansive opportunities the free market provides to create profit while serving a greater purpose. Learn how to successfully implement this holistic, values-based framework that supports decision-making and prioritization-with-integrity in order to overcome setbacks, develop a long-term mindset, and build a profitable company as a Conscious Capitalist.

5:00-5:50 PM  
**Fake News and What to do About it**  |  Salon 9 + 10  
**Sponsor:** Students For Liberty  |  **Speaker:** Steve Forbes (Forbes Media), **Interviewer:** David Sands (The Washington Times)

The term “Fake News” is thrown around all the time in today’s political discourse. In some instances, fake news refers to false stories, while in others, the term is used to dispute opposing viewpoints. How bad has the phenomenon of fake news gotten? In this session, Steve Forbes will discuss the rise of fake news and what can be done about it.

6:30-8:00 PM  
**LIBERTYCON KICK OFF**  |  Marquis Ballroom  
*with Master of Ceremonies Gloria Alvarez*

**Opening Remarks**  
Dr. Wolf von Laer (Students For Liberty)

**Bringing America Together**  
Arthur Brooks (American Enterprise Institute)

No matter what our political views, few people believe our country is as united as it should be. Whether in the media, politics, or even in our personal relationships, the country is increasingly defined by a culture of contempt—in which people treat those with whom they disagree as defective, or worthless. Within this distressing reality, however, there lies an opportunity for our nation. Drawing on history, social psychology, behavioral economics, and the counsel of ancient wisdom, Arthur Brooks addresses the divisions that plague America and finds a set of strategies to help us disagree better, forge a new model of aspirational leadership, and unite the country.
Is the Internet Still a Free-Play Zone?
*Sponsor: Reason*  |  *Nick Gillespie (Reason) interviews Ajit Pai (Federal Communications Commission Chairman)*

Was “Net Neutrality” a policy that ensured the little guy’s right to speak or an underhanded attempt to put the government in charge of the Internet? Is the “5G revolution”—which promoters say will decentralize and revolutionize all online commerce and communication—a false promise in a world in which governments and corporations are tracking our every move with greater and greater precision? Are Republicans and Democrats ready to regulate and break up the so-called FAANG companies (Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix, Google) that have defined the digital era? Reason Editor at Large interviews one of the most controversial members of Donald Trump’s administration, FCC head Ajit Pai.

**Comedy Break with Lou Perez** *(We the Internet)*

**A Conversation With Congressman Justin Amash**

Justin Amash is a four-term Congressman from Michigan who is known for his admiration of Austrian economics and advocacy for Congressional transparency. His work against big government policies has earned him the title “most liberal Republican.” This conversation will be a deep dive into all things political where attendees will hear first hand accounts of what Washington is really like.

**8:00-10:00 PM**

*All Conference Social*  |  *Marquis Ballroom*  
Food and Drinks Will be Provided

---

**Rise and Shine with Morning Yoga**

Saturday 8:00 - 9:00 AM  
Salons 12&13

---

**START YOUR DAY RIGHT WITH A MORNING JIU-JITSU SESSION!**

Saturday 8:00 - 9:00 AM  |  Salon 14
SATURDAY - JANUARY 19

8:00-9:00 AM
Morning Yoga | Salon 12 + 13
Morning Jiu-Jitsu | Salon 14

8:00 AM-10:00 PM
Registration Open | Conference Registration - Meeting Level 2
Exhibit Hall Open | Marquis Ballroom

8:30-9:30 AM
Breakfast + A Portfolio Approach to Planned Giving | Liberty Lounge, Salon 7 & 8 *Ticket Required
Sponsor: Donors Trust | Speakers: Peter Lipsett & Jeffrey Zysik

9:00-10:00 AM
Coffee Service | Marquis Ballroom
Sponsored by The Washington Times
Get your coffee and your morning paper.

9:30-10:20 AM
Should America Have a Universal Basic Income? | Salon 6
Sponsor: Students For Liberty | Speakers: Jeffrey Miron (Harvard University), Andrew Yang (Democratic Candidate for President), Moderator: David Clement (Students For Liberty)

Could a Universal Basic Income (UBI) be a solution to America’s poverty problem? In this debate, Democratic Candidate for President Andrew Yang will argue in favor of UBI, while Harvard’s Jeff Miron will argue against UBI.

Are Carbon Taxes a Viable Solution for Climate Change? | Salon 9 + 10
Sponsor: Students For Liberty | Speakers: Steve Moore (The Heritage Foundation), Alex Bozmoski (RepublicEn), Moderator: Nick Lindquist (American Conservation Coalition)

Implementing a carbon tax is a hot topic in the climate change debate. Are carbon taxes a viable solution for climate change? Would they help us take better care of the environment? Or, is it just another ineffective tax grab? This debate will feature Alex Bozmoski (RepublicEn), arguing in favor, and Steve Moore (Heritage) arguing against.

10:30-10:55 AM
Campus Panics, Social Justice, and the End of Free Speech | Marquis Ballroom
Sponsor: Reason | Speakers: Robby Soave (Reason), Katherine Mangu-Ward (Reason)

From violent protests to trigger warnings, due process outrages to ritual de-platforming, no journalist has covered the activism and insanity unfolding daily at the nation’s colleges and universities more than Reason’s Robby Soave, whose book, Panic Attack, will be published in June. Soave has spent the past several years interviewing campus radicals from across the political spectrum and in a candid conversation with Reason Editor in Chief Katherine Mangu-Ward, will talk about the motivations of today’s leading student activists and how to combat their attacks on free speech, open inquiry, and higher education.
Free Trade Principles and Priorities for 2019 and Beyond  |  Salon 9 + 10
Sponsors: The Heritage Foundation  |  Speaker: Tori Whiting (The Heritage Foundation)

In recent years, doubts have arisen around the country regarding the promotion of free and open trade and the ability of this system to reap benefits for all Americans. The current Administration’s approach to trade policy has played on these doubts and focused primarily on placing tariffs on imports from around the world, including America’s closest allies. In 2018 alone, new tariffs were imposed on roughly 12 percent of U.S. imports, costing American businesses an extra $3 billion in October 2018 alone. This tariff policy, coupled with the renegotiation of the North American Free Trade Agreement, represents a major shift in the traditional role taken by the United States as a leader in advancing free trade around the world.

In light of this shift, this talk will focus on the principles of free trade as a crucial factor for promoting freedom and individual liberty. As The Heritage Foundation’s Index of Economic Freedom shows each year, trade freedom correlates strongly with income growth, improvement in overall human development, decreased poverty, and even better environmental protection. Whiting will also address the future of U.S. trade policy and how the Administration can better promote the principles of free and open trade moving forward.

Liberty Memes, Life After The Zuckening  |  Salon 1 + 2
Sponsor: Liberty Memes  |  Speakers: David Gay (Liberty Memes), Peter Gay (Liberty Memes)

Known for having built the world’s largest collection of libertarian-themed memes from 2013 to 2018, the admins of Liberty Memes will discuss their new strategies for spreading the message in the modern social media environment. Memes will be shared. Zuck will be dissed.

Activism Unleashed: Wild Liberty  |  Salon 12 + 13
Sponsor: CFAC T  |  Speaker: Craig Rucker (CFACT)

Learn how to take your liberty outreach to new limits! Join CFAC T on the front lines as Co-founder, and President Craig Rucker discusses CFAC T’s role in holding the left accountable and exposing the radical green assault on liberty. This breakout session will show you how to combat the radical left and spread your message to a vast audience through stunts, events, and citizen journalism.

From Survivor to LibertyCon: Rupert’s Journey  |  Salon 6
Sponsor: Students For Liberty  |  Speaker: Rupert Boneham (Survivor Contestant, Rupert’s Kids)

If you have ever watched CBS’ reality TV show Survivor, you know who Rupert Boneham is. What many don’t know is that Rupert ran for Governor of Indiana as a Libertarian, and now runs a non-profit organization focused on helping at-risk youth. In this session, Rupert will describe his own political journey, touching on his experience on Survivor, and what he is currently doing with his charity, Rupert’s Kids.

The Case for an Islamic Enlightenment  |  Salon 9 + 10
Sponsor: Students For Liberty  |  Speaker: Mustafa Akyol (Cato Institute’s Center for Global Liberty and Prosperity)

There was a time Christians used the Inquisition to impose their faith, and even burned “heretics” at the stake. The Enlightenment ended such dark episodes, however, by championing reason, freedom, and toleration. Can Islam, the world’s second-largest religion, which has its own religious autocrats and fanatics today, also embrace reason, freedom, and toleration? The answer is “yes,” argues Mustafa Akyol, but it is easier said than done. It requires Muslims to question some aspects of their religious tradition that many of them have taken as sacrosanct.
How can you Advance a Free Society? | Salon 1 + 2  
*Sponsor: Grassroots Leadership Academy (GLA) | Speaker: Matthew Hurtt (GLA)*

"Why are we here? What is it we’re seeking to achieve? We’re here to break barriers because free people are capable of extraordinary things." — Charles Koch  
What barriers stand in the way of human potential? What can we do in our communities to bring people together and help solve the problems holding too many Americans back? Join a lively discussion about Charles Koch’s vision and discover how we can break barriers and advance a society in which everybody has the opportunity to realize their potential.

Ludwig von Mises on Libertarianism, Nationalism, and Self-Determination | Salon 12 + 13  
*Sponsor: The Mises Institute | Speaker: Joseph Salerno (The Mises Institute)*

Around the world, we are seeing growing tension between the concepts of “globalism” and “nationalism,” with the ideas of Ludwig von Mises sometimes claimed by individuals in both camps. Dr. Joseph Salerno looks at Mises’s concept of “liberal nationalism” and his belief that the peaceful coexistence of different nationalities is impossible under a single State— even a liberal one with limited powers — unless the right of different groups and peoples to political separatism is not scrupulously respected.

11:40 AM–12:05 PM

Do They Have to Bake the Cake? Where Religious Liberty Meets Free Speech | Salon 6  
*Sponsor: First Liberty Institute | Speakers: Lathan Watts (First Liberty Institute), Christine Norwood (First Liberty Institute)*

This session will feature an overview of threats to religious liberty around the country and a discussion of upcoming Supreme Court cases by attorneys involved in the cases. Attendees will also learn about an exclusive opportunity to participate in an academic fellowship program including a week-long, all expenses paid experience in Washington, D.C.

Why Don’t Socialists Love Us? | Salon 9 + 10  
*Sponsor: The Atlas Society | Speaker: Dr. Stephen Hicks (The Atlas Society)*

The historical record of socialist poverty and brutality is clear, and we free-market liberals have strong economic and political arguments on our side. Yet many find socialism appealing and give free markets at best a lukewarm appreciation. Why? In this talk, Dr. Stephen Hicks will argue that the *ethical* framing of the debate is critical: Who has the moral, idealistic high ground in the great debate over socialism versus free markets?

Warning: Government-Mandated Safety Measures May Be Hazardous to Your Health | Salon 1 + 2  
*Sponsor: Students For Liberty | Speaker: Jim Lark (University of Virginia)*

Governments at various levels in the United States engage in regulation in the name of public health and safety. While such regulations may have benefits, they also have costs that must be considered; in some cases, those costs may be substantially greater than the purported benefits. This address will examine the benefits and costs of such government regulation.

Let’s Talk About Not Talking: Should there be “No Debate” that Industrial Carbon Dioxide is Causing Climate Catastrophe? | Salon 12 + 13  
*Sponsor: CO2 Coalition | Speaker: Dr. Caleb Rossiter (CO2 Coalition)*

Retired statistics professor Caleb Rossiter will be speaking as a member of the CO2 Coalition. This is a group of scientists and policy experts who dispassionately review theory and data about the impact on the planet of carbon dioxide, a warming gas that is a byproduct of energy production.
In his talk, Professor Rossiter will present the history of theories of human-induced climate catastrophe, and the history of efforts to stifle discussion of the mismatch between the theories and the available data — including the well-known claim that “97 percent of scientists agree” that CO2 emissions pose a grave threat to the survival of mankind. He will explain the workings of the mathematical models that are used to predict the future of climate change and are the basis for media fears of impending disaster.

**12:15–1:20 PM**

*Reason Live!*  |  Salon 6
--- | ---
*Sponsor: Reason*  |  *Speakers: Nick Gillespie (Reason), Katherine Mangu-Ward (Reason), Matt Welch (Reason), Andrew Heaton (Reason)*

It’s the libertarian version of *Prairie Home Companion*! The planet’s only magazine of “Free Minds and Free Markets” comes to life in this special multimedia performance of stories, music, interviews, comedy, and more. Featuring Nick Gillespie, Katherine Mangu-Ward, Matt Welch, Andrew Heaton, and others presenting cutting-edge takes on everything from sex work to medical regulation to drug legalization.

**Staying Connected: How to Engage with the Liberty Movement After Graduation**  |  Salon 1 + 2
--- | ---
*Sponsor: Donors Trust*  |  *Speakers: Peter Lipsett (Donors Trust), Leah Whetstone (AFF), Katy Ranville (Talent Market), Moderator: Alexander McCobin ( Conscious Capitalism)*

In college, you always knew where to find like-minded people. Unfortunately, out in the real world, it’s a real challenge staying connected to anyone who understands what classical liberalism is. But don’t read Reason alone in your room – get out there! During this lunch session, learn how you can stay connected to the world of ideas – socially, philanthropically, and even as a career. You’ll come away with new ideas of how to continue to engage with the principles you love.

**Free lunch will be provided for the first 100 who attend.**

**Great Communicators Tournament**  |  Salon 9 + 10
--- | ---
*Sponsor: Think Freely Media*  |  *Participants: Aeris Stewart, Justus Armstrong and Trace Mitchell*

This session will be the live semi-final for the Great Communicators Tournament. The winner of the LibertyCon tournament will win a guaranteed $2,500, with a chance to win $10,000 at the national final. All conference goers are encouraged to come to watch the best communicators the liberty movement has to offer.

**Free lunch will be provided for the first 100 who attend.**

**Lunch + Us vs. Them: Hatred Leads to Collectivism**  |  Liberty Lounge, Salon 7 & 8  *Ticket Required*
--- | ---
*Sponsor: The Atlas Network*  |  *Speaker: Tom Palmer (The Atlas Network)*

Some claim that any kind of mentality suffices for liberty, so long as one embraces a “non-aggression axiom.” Is that true? Or is there a psychological dimension to liberty, in addition to a logical one? Dr. Tom G. Palmer will show how and why a mentality of sustained anger leads to hatred and hatred leads to tribalism, the primitive form of collectivism that is rising in much of the world. Collectivism, in turn, is not compatible with individual liberty.

**1:00–3:00 PM**

**LibertyCon Career Fair**  |  Marquis Ballroom Foyer
--- | ---

Join dozens of pro-liberty organizations for the annual Career Fair at LibertyCon. It doesn’t matter if you’re looking for an entry or senior level position, the Career Fair is the perfect place to jumpstart your career fighting for liberty.
1:30-2:20 PM

**Cannabis Policy Panel**  |  Salon 6
*Sponsor: Consumer Choice Center*  |  *Speakers: Bill Weld (Acreage), Jeremy Unruh (PharmaCann), Rebecca Gasca (Pistol and Stigma), Moderator: Grover Norquist (Americans for Tax Reform)*

Ten states have legalized recreational cannabis, and it seems more are on the path towards legalization. Now, with cannabis legalization sweeping the country, questions remain regarding how the legal market should move forward. What is the appropriate amount of regulation? What hurdles does the legal market face? The industry experts on this panel will discuss these questions and more.

**An Open Conversation About Immigration**  |  Salon 9 + 10
*Sponsor: Students For Liberty*  |  *Speakers: Alex Nowrasteh (Cato Institute), Joshua Childress (Former Border Patrol Agent), Craig Biddle (The Objective Standard)*

Our speakers will cover all things immigration, from border walls to ICE. Want to learn more about immigration? Check this session out!

2:30-2:55 PM

**Arguments Libertarians Shouldn’t Make**  |  Salon 6
*Sponsor: Students For Liberty*  |  *Speaker: David Friedman*

There are a variety of arguments that libertarians often make but shouldn’t. This session will explain how, and why, you should avoid making those simple mistakes. Topics discussed in this session will range from market failures to climate change.

**The Ideas Of Liberty**  |  Salon 9 + 10
*Sponsor: Students For Liberty*  |  *Speaker: David Boaz (Cato Institute)*

What are the foundational ideas of liberty and libertarianism? And how do we deal with the resurgence of old and ugly ideas like protectionism, socialism, racism, and autocratic government?

**Campus Free Speech: Building a Culture of Free Expression**  |  Salon 1 + 2
*Sponsor: American Council of Trustees & Alumni (ACTA)*  |  *Speakers: Shaun Rieley (ACTA), Armand Alacbay (ACTA), Joyce Lee Malcolm (George Mason University Antonin Scalia Law School)*

On American college campuses today, unpopular ideas are often shouted down rather than engaged, leading to a stifling of free thought and expression. This panel will discuss the problem of free speech on college and university campuses with Joyce Lee Malcolm, Patrick Henry Professor of Constitutional Law at George Mason University’s Antonin Scalia Law School, and will offer some suggestions to students about how to build a culture that promotes a robust exchange of ideas.

3:05-3:30 PM

**Why Permissionless Innovation Needs To Be Defended**  |  Salon 6
*Sponsor: Google*  |  *Speaker: Max Pappas (Google)*

Permissionless innovation makes life better, but the government seems destined to undermine it. This session will dive deep into tech policy and government regulation.
Are you Eligible for Racial/Ethnic Preferences? How the Government Determines Whether you are African American, Hispanic or Asian. | Salon 9 + 10

**Sponsor:** Antonin Scalia Law School at George Mason University  | **Speaker:** David Bernstein (George Mason University Antonin Scalia Law School)

Most people think that racial/ethnic identification is purely a matter of self-identification, as with checking a box on a college application. In fact, governments at all levels have explicit, often bizarre or arbitrary, rules that determine whether someone qualifies for programs and preferences benefiting minority groups. This session examines these rules and their legal and political future.

**The Case Against Education** | Salon 1 + 2

**Sponsor:** Students For Liberty  | **Speaker:** Bryan Caplan (George Mason University)

Most libertarians argue that free-market reforms will make education *better*. Caplan argues, in contrast, that due to massive government subsidies, we have far too much education. The most important libertarian education reform is simply austerity, to re-create an economy where people can get good jobs without spending decades in school first. Since most of what students study in school is irrelevant in the real world, this is entirely do-able.

**Organizing a Mass Uprising** | Salon 12 + 13

**Sponsor:** Action For Liberty  | **Speaker:** Dale Wooldrige (Action For Liberty)

This session will describe the unusual organizing method that was used nationwide in the early 1960s to create, grow, and sustain the Civil Rights Movement, which was a mass uprising involving thousands of ordinary people. To help today’s pro-liberty students build an uprising of their own, the session will recommend three books by respected scholars who analyze the method in depth.

### 3:40-4:05 PM

**Campus Free Speech Around the World** | Salon 6

**Sponsor:** Foundation for Individual Rights in Education (FIRE)  | **Speaker:** Sarah McLaughlin (FIRE)

Censorship is a pressing issue facing higher education communities around the world. In this session, Sarah McLaughlin will discuss the challenges facing student activists and scholars in the United States and abroad.

**Architecture and the Progress of Freedom** | Salon 9 + 10

**Sponsor:** Students For Liberty  | **Speaker:** Patrik Schumacher (Zaha-Hadid)

How is architecture related to the fight for freedom? In this session, world-renowned architect Patrik Schumacher (principal of Zaha-Hadid) will explain!

**Finding a Full-Time Career in Liberty** | Salon 1 + 2

**Sponsor:** Tax Foundation  | **Speakers:** Dan Carvajal (Tax Foundation), Josh Jaye (Tax Foundation), Nicole Kaeding (Tax Foundation), Tom VanAntwerp (Tax Foundation), **Moderator:** Joseph Bishop-Henchman (Tax Foundation)

Looking for a job? Wondering how your skills and interests can become a career? Panelists from the Tax Foundation’s policy, marketing, operations, and fundraising teams describe their work history, tell you what you need to know about job interviews and cover letters, and answer your questions about choosing a career.
From Video Games to Social Media: How To Stop Moral and Political Panic Over New Technology  
Salon 12 + 13  
**Sponsor:** *Reason*  
**Speakers:** Peter Suderman (*Reason*), Katherine Mangu-Ward (*Reason*)

Across the political spectrum, elected officials are on the hunt to regulate Facebook, Twitter, Google, and other new-media platforms in the name of maintaining social order, common decency, adolescent mental health, and the ideological status quo. If this sounds at all familiar, that's because the current fury over and demonization of social media is eerily reminiscent of the attacks on video games from the early 1990s. *Reason*'s Peter Suderman talks with *Reason* Editor in Chief Katherine Mangu-Ward about how fights over gaming light a path away from new and increasingly serious attempts to regulate and censor social media.

4:00–8:00 PM  
LibertyCon Bookstore  
Marquis Ballroom Foyer

4:15–4:40 PM  
**The Wealthy Elite**  
Salon 6  
**Sponsor:** Dr. Rainer Zitelmann  
**Speaker:** Dr. Rainer Zitelmann (Author)

They are the subject of heated speculation, but only a few people know what really makes them tick: The Super-Rich. What is it that motivates people – often from very humble beginnings – to amass fortunes ranging from the tens of millions to billions of euros? Dr. Rainer Zitelmann is the author of the first scholarly study (*The Wealth Elite*) to investigate the personality traits of ultra-high-net-worth individuals. On the basis of in-depth interviews and psychological tests, he researched for the very first time the specific personality traits of the self-made super-rich, who earned their fortunes as entrepreneurs and investors.

The Secular Source and Nature of Rights  
Salon 9 + 10  
**Sponsor:** *The Objective Standard*  
**Speaker:** Craig Biddle (*The Objective Standard*)

What are rights? Where do they come from? How do we know it? Secular answers to these questions are essential to the advocacy and defense of liberty. If individuals have rights to life, liberty, property, and the pursuit of happiness—and if we can prove this by means of observation and logic—then we can fight for liberty on solid ground. If not, we can’t.

In this breakout session, Craig Biddle will discuss Ayn Rand's theory of rights and how it grounds the morality of freedom in observable facts. You will leave with a basic understanding of the secular source and nature of rights, and an enhanced ability to fight for liberty.

Change the World, Make Money: Join the Global Movement to Create Broadly Shared Prosperity  
Salon 12 + 13  
**Sponsor:** *The Snider Center for Enterprise and Markets*  
**Speakers:** Jonathan A. Moody (*The Snider Center for Enterprise and Markets*), Marilee Dragsdahl (*The Snider Center for Enterprise and Markets*)

Do you want your career and life to help create a world where social progress and increased prosperity are born of free and creative individuals driven by self-motivation, passion and a positive approach to trading value for value? Together, we'll explore how each of us can contribute to such a future. You’ll also learn how *Smith Connect* and *The Snider Center for Enterprise and Markets* can help you get a head start on developing the perspective and skills you need to succeed in a high-impact career in business.
4:50–5:30 PM  Will the Government Continue to let the Internet be Awesome? Examining regulatory threats on many fronts  
Sponsor: Google  
Speakers: Sasha Moss (R-Street), Ashkhen Kazaryan (TechFreedom), Max Pappas (Google), Moderator: Yael Ossowski (Consumer Choice Center)

Will the government continue to let the internet be awesome? This panel will examine the numerous regulatory threats that face the tech industry. Hear from industry and policy experts who will discuss these important regulatory questions.

5:45–7:00 PM  LIBERTYCON CLOSING CEREMONY  
Marquis Ballroom

Criminal Justice Panel
Sponsor: Students For Liberty  
Speakers: Jerry Buting (Attorney, Making a Murderer), Shon Hopwood (Georgetown University Law Center), Moderator: Randy Barnett (Georgetown University Law Center)

This star-studded panel features some of the most renowned advocates on criminal justice reform. This panel will discuss the current state of criminal justice reform while taking questions from the audience via Twitter.

A Conversation with Bill Weld
Sponsor: Students For Liberty  
Speakers: Bill Weld (former Governor of Massachusetts) in conversation with Matt Welch (Reason)

Reason sits down for a no-holds-barred interview with the highly esteemed and highly controversial former two-term Governor of Massachusetts, who is a frontrunner for the 2020 Libertarian Party presidential nomination. Can his vision of a radically centrist politics change the way we talk about politics?

Closing Remarks
Speaker: Dr. Wolf von Laer (Students For Liberty)

7:00–9:00 PM  All Conference Pizza Party  
Marquis Ballroom
Sponsor: America’s Future Foundation and Young Voices  
Food and Drinks Will be Provided

THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING THE SECOND ANNUAL LIBERTYCON!  
WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AT LIBERTYCON APRIL 3 - APRIL 5, 2020.
Students For Liberty would like to thank all of our sponsors and exhibitors who have made this conference possible. We encourage all attendees to visit their booths and websites to learn more about the opportunities and resources they have available for pro-liberty students and alumni.

**PRESENTING**
Reason

**PARTNER**
LGBTQ For Liberty

**PLATINUM**
Bitcoin.com
Google
The Washington Times

**GOLD**
Donors Trust
Facebook
Microsoft
The Heartland Institute

**SILVER**
Action for Liberty
American Council of Trustees & Alumni
Atlas Network
Atlas Society
CO2 Coalition
Committee For A Constructive Tomorrow
Conscious Capitalism
Dr. Rainer Zitelmann
Ed Snider Center for Enterprise and Markets
Foundation for Individual Rights in Education
First Liberty Institute
George Mason University Antonin Scalia Law School
Grassroots Leadership Academy
The Heritage Foundation
Independent Institute
Liberty Memes
The Mises Institute
The Tax Foundation
Taxpayers Protection Alliance
Think Freely Media
We the Internet TV
Wealth Strategies and Management LLC
EXHIBITORS

African Liberty
America’s Future Foundation
American Conservation Coalition Campus
American Institute For Economic Research
American Media Council
Ayn Rand Institute
Being Libertarian
Center For A Stateless Society
Capital Research Center
Compassion and Choices
Consumer Choice Center
Free The People
Free To Choose
FreedomFest
FreedomWorks
Freedom Today Network
Gun Owners of America
Horizen
Ideas Beyond Borders
Institute for Humane Studies
Institute for Justice
Integrated Martial Arts Academy
John Quincy Adams Society
Ladies of Liberty Alliance
Leadership Institute
League of Georgists
Legalize Belarus
Libertarian National Committee
Liberty Fund
Mercatus Center
Muslims For Liberty
National Review Institute
National Rifle Association
Quintric
Reclaim New York
Rory Margraf
SFL Academy
State Policy Network
Students For Sensible Drug Policy
Stop Abusive and Violent Environments
The American Conservative
The Classy Libertarian
The Fund for American Studies
The Great Connections Seminar
The Objective Standard
The Washington Examiner
U.S. Term Limits
United Precious Metals Association
Young Voices
INTERN AT REASON!

Paid journalism, policy, and fundraising internships are available in the spring, summer, and fall in our Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. offices.

(and you don’t have to wear a suit.)

reason.com/internships reason.org/internships
LEARN ABOUT LIBERTY.
LAUNCH A FREER FUTURE.

SFLACADEMY.ORG
ENROLL TODAY
STUDENT DISCOUNT
Special Offer For LibertyCon

Digital and print subscriptions available. Visit washingtontimes.com/subscribe and enter code: LIBERTY

The Washington Times
Reliable Reporting. The Right Opinion.

VISIT US IN THE LIBERTY LOUNGE OR EXHIBIT HALL!
Start changing the world with **Bitcoin.com** today!

Visit [free.bitcoin.com](http://free.bitcoin.com) and get set up with the official **Bitcoin.com wallet** to receive free Bitcoin Cash!

*Free the Market. Free the World | Bitcoin.com*
BE AN AGENT OF CHANGE FOR LIBERTY!

Season 2 of Award-winning Love Gov
“Gov” is back to wreck comic havoc. Can he be stopped? Watch and see!

independent.org/lovegov

Fresh Ideas to Advance Liberty

catalyst.independent.org

BUILDING UP THE RELIGIOUS LIBERTY LEADERS OF TOMORROW.

LEARN MORE TODAY FirstLibertyFellowship.org

TAX FOUNDATION INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

TAXFOUNDATION.ORG/INTERN

Dedicated to helping others use emotionally compelling messages to effectively and persuasively discuss and defend the free market and the benefits of individual freedom.

thinkfreelymedia.org
HOW IS GLA CHANGING THE CONVERSATION?

We **BREAK BARRIERS** that stand in the way of people realizing their potential. This moves our society toward one of **MUTUAL BENEFIT**, where people succeed by helping others improve their lives.

**FIND OUT MORE:**
- @GrassrootsLeadershipAcademy
- @GLATraining
- @GLATraining

---

**Smith Connect**
Ed Snider Center for Enterprise and Markets launches brand new program!

- Connect ideas of liberty to success in business
- Master fundamentals of markets and enterprise
- Create personal leadership plan
- Join global network affiliated with the highly ranked Robert H. Smith School of Business

*Save 10% with “SFL10” go.umd.edu/SMITHCONNECT*

Come visit our booth!

---

**Do you believe**

that free enterprise capitalism is the most powerful system for social cooperation and human progress ever conceived?

Sign the Conscious Capitalist Credo and declare your support for business as a force for good in our world.

*www.consciouscapitalism.org/credo*
Ready to Go from Donor to Philanthropist?

LEARN HOW AT NOVUSSOCIETY.ORG

A project of DonorsTrust

EXCEPTIONAL LOCATION
Minutes from Washington, D.C.

EXCEPTIONAL COMMUNITY
Small student/faculty ratio, strong alumni network

EXCEPTIONAL CAREERS
2017 graduates: 91% employed full-time or pursuing advanced degree

EXCEPTIONAL FACULTY
Market-oriented faculty ranked 19th in scholarly impact

LAW.GMU.EDU
College should teach students how to think, not what to think.

ACTA defends free speech on campus.

facebook.com/GoACTA  @goACTA

Enter “LibertyCon” for your FREE copy
*just pay shipping & handling

anthem.atlassociety.org

“The Mises Institute is a fountain of knowledge about freedom in a society that is gradually losing it.”
—Judge Andrew P. Napolitano

FREE AUDIO BOOKS • FREE LECTURES FREE COURSES • FREE AUDIO AND VIDEO FREE DIGITAL BOOKS • FREE PODCASTS EVENT SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDENTS

Visit Mises.org Today!

College should teach students how to think, not what to think.

ACTA defends free speech on campus.

facebook.com/GoACTA  @goACTA

Enter “LibertyCon” for your FREE copy
*just pay shipping & handling

anthem.atlassociety.org

“The Mises Institute is a fountain of knowledge about freedom in a society that is gradually losing it.”
—Judge Andrew P. Napolitano

FREE AUDIO BOOKS • FREE LECTURES FREE COURSES • FREE AUDIO AND VIDEO FREE DIGITAL BOOKS • FREE PODCASTS EVENT SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDENTS

Visit Mises.org Today!
“Rainer Zitelmann’s study of the psychology of the super rich is an ambitious project. Few could be better qualified for it than Dr Zitelmann – an historian, sociologist, journalist, businessman and investor. There has been no comparable study and it is a compelling read for all who need to understand the characteristics and motivations of rich entrepreneurs. These people drive economic growth, back innovation, create jobs and finance philanthropic projects. So why has such a study never been attempted before? It is hard to access these people and design questionnaires that generate a meaningful response.”

FINANCIAL TIMES, October 24th, 2018
The CO2 Coalition is proud to be part of LibertyCon 2019

The CO2 Coalition

The CO2 Coalition seeks to engage thought leaders, policy makers, and the public in an informed and dispassionate discussion about the important contribution made by carbon dioxide to the U.S. and global economy.

The CO2 Coalition

1621 North Kent Street, Suite 603 • Arlington, Virginia 22209 • 571-970-3180
www.co2coalition.org • info@co2coalition.org

Want to turn your passion for the liberty movement into a career? We can help.

Atlas Network’s Leadership Academy provides a robust series of credit-based training opportunities that allow you to sharpen your skills in management, communications, and fundraising.

If you want to take your passion for freedom beyond the campus, this is where you start.

AtlasNetwork.org/BeyondTheCampus

Immerse Yourself in a Think Tank

The Heartland Institute is a national nonprofit organization based in Arlington Heights, Illinois. For more information, visit our Web site at heartland.org or call 312/377-4000.

Get a head start on your career as a conservative leader and activist. Become an intern at The Heartland Institute!

We offer internships in the following departments:

Communications
Development
Editorial
Government Relations
Graphic Design
Marketing

Internships run for 10 weeks. Interns typically work 20 hours and are paid $150 each week. These terms are negotiable.

For more information or to apply, go to heartland.org/jobs or email Latreece Reed, Vice President of Administration, at lreed@heartland.org.
SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEW PRINT MAGAZINE

Washington Examiner

Smart content.
Deeper culture.
Better access.

$119 for a full year of print & digital access.
NEARBY EATS

Stop by the hotel lobby cart to pick up a quick sandwich or salad!
The cart will be available to LibertyCon attendees from 8am-8pm on Saturday.

Quick Eats

**Potbelly** - $ Sandwiches 1050 K St NW, Washington, DC 20000(202) 347-1266

**Sweetgreen** - $ Salads 1065 5th St NW, Washington, DC 20000 (202) 289-4674

**La Colombe** - $ Chic Coffee Shop 924 Blagden Alley NW, Washington, DC 20000(202) 289-4850

**Cosi** - $ Salads 1333 H St NW, Washington, DC 20005 (202) 289-5888

**Chipotle** - $ Mexican 1045 5th St NW, Washington, DC 20000(202) 697-4293

American Cuisine

**City Tap House** - $$ (G) Gastropub with new American eats, & craft beers 901 9th St NW 202- 733-5333

**Matchbox** - $$ Casual, American Burgers & Pizza 713 H St. NW 202-289-4441

**Busboys & Poets** - $$ (G, V, L) Casual, Traditional American 1025 5th St. NW 202-789-2227

**Farmer’s and Distillers** - $$ (G, V) Casual, family-farmed Products 600 Mass. Ave. NW 202-464-3001

Italian Cuisine

**Casa Luca** - $$$ (V) Italian fine Dining, Bus. Casual 1099 New York Ave NW 202-628-1099

**Tortino** - $$ (G, V) Casual Elegant, Smart Casual 1228 11th St. NW 202-312-5570

**Alta Strada** - $$ Casual, Authentic, Neighborhood friendly 465 K St. NW 202-629-4662

**Tosca** - $$$ (G, V, VG) Fine dining, Business Casual 1112 F St. NW 202-367-1990

**Mediterranean**


**Fig & Olive** - $$ (G, V, L) Trendy, Business Casual 934 Palmer Alley NW 202-559-5004

**Kellari Taverna** - $$$ (G, VG, V, L) Greek, Trendy Casual 1700 K Street NW 202-535-5274

Asian Cuisine

**Royal Thai** - $$ (V,L,G,VG Authentic Thai 507 H St. NW 202-842-1405

**Tiger Fork** - $$ (V,G,VG) Upscale Chinese food, Casual 922 N St. NW 202-733-1152

**Mandu** - $$ (V, G, L) Authentic Korean, Casual 453 K St. NW 202-289-6899

Spanish/South/Mexican Cuisine

**Espita Mezcaleria** - $$ Mexican, Trendy 1250 9th St NW 202- 621-9695

**Taco Bamba** - $ Tacos Casual, Trendy 777 I St. NW 202-289-7377

**Cuba Libre** - $$$ Cuban Cuisine, Trendy Casual 801 9th St. NW 202-408-1600
STUDENTS FOR LIBERTY IS A RAPIDLY GROWING NETWORK of pro-liberty students from all over the world. Our mission is to educate, develop, and empower the next generation of leaders of liberty. If you are interested in being an agent of change and advancing the ideas of a free society in your community, then apply to be a Campus Coordinator today!

- GAIN VALUABLE LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE
- RECEIVE ACCESS TO ADDITIONAL MATERIALS AND RESOURCES
- OPPORTUNITIES FOR TRAVEL
- GROW YOUR PROFESSIONAL NETWORK
- DISCOVER INTERNSHIP & JOB OPPORTUNITIES
- LEARN HOW TO MAKE A LASTING DIFFERENCE ON YOUR CAMPUS

STUDENTSFORLIBERTY.ORG/CC
#LIBERTYCON19